AN EXPRESSION OF
SCULPTURAL DESIGN
SHAPED BY NEW YORK,
AIX-EN-PROVENCE,
MURANO, AND INDIA

TO BE UNVEILED IN AN EXCEPTIONAL CONTEMPORARY ART SPACE NEAR AIXEN-PROVENCE, PATRICK MCKILLEN AND CHATEAU LA COSTE PRESENT 'STILL
MOTION' BY FRENCH DESIGNER PAUL MATHIEU FROM MARCH 16 - MAY 22, 2019

Following an exhibition of works by Jean
Prouvé and preceding another dedicated to
Jean-Michel Basquiat, diverse works by Paul
Mathieu will be presented for the first time in
France in the heart of a Renzo Piano designed
architectural space.
STILL MOTION brings together iconic pieces
by the designer whose work was first heralded
by Andrée Putman, now exhibited in galleries
and coveted by collectors around the world.

NAGE Console

STILL MOTION invites visitors to participate in a
meditative
dialogue
between
furniture,
objects and works; detached from their
functional constraints and thereby highlighting
Mathieu's unique style in which flexibility and
sensitivity counterbalance the inherent strength of
bronze - a signature expression of designer.
Exhibiting for the first time in Provence, STILL
MOTION will also raise awareness of Paul
Mathieu's work ahead of the reopening of the
Madeleine, a remarkable seventeenth century
Baroque church located in the heart of nearby
Aix-En-Provence where visitors can re-discover
important
works
by
Paul
Mathieu
commissioned by the church in 2005: large
marble altar, pulpit, three-tier Venetian glass
chandelier, and other one-of-a-kind rock
crystal and bronze pieces.

PAUL MATHIEU
at
CHÂTEAU LA COSTE
March 16 - May 22 2019
2750 route de La Cride
13610 Le Puy Ste Réparade

contact : Renée Soucy- +1 360 281 1551 – renee@paulmathieu.net – www. paulmathieu.net

A MULTI-TALENTED INNOVATOR
WORKING BEYOND
CLASSIFICATION WITH ATELIERS
AROUND THE GLOBE IN AN
IDIOM BEYOND TRENDS. PAUL
MATHIEU IS A LIVING ARTIST AND
DESIGNER RECOGNIZED BY
GALLERIES WORLDWIDE.

PAUL MATHIEU
AND SCULPTURAL DESIGN
Paul Mathieu approaches materials as a
sculptor and as such his works fit well within
the universal history of art rather than that of
contemporary design.
Transcending fashion and shaped by his
travels and encounters with cultures, he has
developed

an

signature

style:

instantly

recognizable

graceful,

fluid,

and

considered; hewn from rigorously selected
materials

and

innovative

technology;

characterized by sensual and sculptural
forms; evoking a natural harmony expressed
through

the

highest

standards

of

craftsmanship.
First inspired by his sculptor father and
childhood in Lyon, then trained at the
National School of Fine Arts in Lyon and
Britain's West Surrey College of Art &
Design,

he

architecture

was
and

captivated
landscape

by
of

the
David

Hockney’s California. Paul Mathieu arrived in
Los Angeles in 1985, where he opened his
first design studio with partner Michael Ray.

ARIA Chaise

A JOURNEY PUNCTUATED BY
DECISIVE ENCOUNTERS
Leading

with

Michael

Ray:

Paul

and

Michael became the iconoclastic duo of the
80s who revolutionized

the

design

interior architecture of the decade.
meeting

Andrée

Putman

and

Next was

for

whom

subsequent design collections were created
in the 90s, including the
Foster

Kane

and

iconic

Charles

Sister Margaret (now

available through Ralph Pucci).
In 1999, Paul Mathieu moved to New York
and from his Manhattan studio the sculptordesigner created
objects

commissions

for private

and

collectors

unique

along

with

licensed collections for luminaries of design and
luxury: Ralph Pucci, Donghia,

Holly

Hunt,

Luxury Living Group, and Stephanie Odegard.
In 2015 his singular vision was brought further
to life with his design of the award-winning Gyan
Museum in Jaipur, India.
It

is

between

Aix-en-Provence,

New

York, Murano and India that his work takes
shape, where

his

strokes on a sketch
into

life

in

drawings,
sheet,

large
are

the workshops

of

pencil

breathed
master

artisans. Immune to the epigonic constraints
of industrial production, the sculptural

and

ingenious forms of Mathieu’s furniture

and

objects express a purity of dynamic vision,

With GRACE for Ralph Pucci NY

captured in STILL MOTION.
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CONTOUR Chair for Luxury Living Group

